
500 word essay outline 
So are you deploying that terrible legendary mythological gender card that somehow apparently 
cancels all argument and is not fair play I think we have to be able to think we have to be able to 
call it when we see it I think we have to be able to say this is sexist whether we describe sexism 
is misogyny is is another issue an issue about words but but that I think was one reason further 
for the response some commentators suggested that to suggest Gillard had experienced forms 
of misogyny was delusional I'm think I'm quoting Jared Henderson there I think he's I think if I 
remember his exact quote was anybody if anybody attributes what this isn't his exact quite but I 
think the gist of it was that if anybody tries to claim that her political problems are the result of 
misogyny they are delusional and but again to say that she has been on the receiving end of 
both sexism and misogyny is not the same as saying that that explains her entire prime 
ministership as she indeed spelt out and it's very easy to try to back your opponents into a 
corner and so this must be your position but she's done all these other things wrong too well 
maybe she did some other things wrong as well but that in no way indicates the fact that she 
was absolutely on the receiving end of some really foul treatment it was unusual hurt for her to 
acknowledge that in such an overt way though it wasn't it you write about the fact that gillard 
was sort of the female appear to me in some ways of just getting on with it she would just simply 
get on with the job and hope that that was enough mmm that that record of doing rather than 
being and she has expressed frustration at that herself at the fact that the minute a prominent 
woman comes to any kind of attention she ceases to be about what she's doing and she 
becomes about what she is or she becomes about being so is that part of why this struck such a 
call because she had avoided the conversation around the bat around the fact that she was 
female she'd brushed just brushed it aside until then yeah i think that is partly it i think i think you 
know she had actually previously said to julia bed that she was very keen to avoid the what she 
described as the golden girl vortex where the reporting moves away from what a female 
politician does to what she is and it almost seems as if her i I don't know if it was a deliberate 
strategy or if it's more just her personality was absolutely to get on with things and she did get 
on with things didn't she when you look at how much legislation she managed to pass she was 
a she was a great door and she's got a fantastic record of doing stuff and it sort of intrigues me 
now that there's conversation that we're going to move away from so-called personality-based 
politics to policy based politics whereas I mean to me gilad actually represents doing stuff rather 
than the cult of personality and and if we've seen anything in the couple in the last couple of 
days we've seen the triumph of a cult of personality again over over that so I think her strategy 
was very much to do is doing sufficient for a leader possibly not you know leadership demands 
more than just getting stuff done it it does demand the ability to inspire people to to be a symbol 
now she'd resisted being a symbol of something it's this a symbol of the feminine perhaps but 
maybe by extension she she didn't sort of adequately project herself as a prime minister 
personality I'm not sure that but certainly that speech did mark a moment in which she stopped 
doing for a second or maybe she started a different sort of doing and and we actually caught a 
glimpse of who she might be and what she might really think and what she might really feel in 



the fact that she did actually really feel she made such a point of historicism and it was 
admirable but sometimes you sort of long to see see that the real face behind that and and I 
thought we caught a glimpse of that in the misogynist fiction perhaps that also explains its some 
of the sum of its reception you unpack some of the words in this 500 word essay outline some of 
the words that are aimed at Gillard or we're constantly aimed at Gillard let's talk about the word 
shame for example why does this word resonate we're now some would say that shame is not a 
gender-specific werden and it's not it's not really I I do think in German Greer has written nothing 
really beautifully and extensively upon this that FEMA shame is a loaded concept and I think it's 
something that we are culturally equipped with if not at birth at least at puberty and I think it 
informs a lot of the way we we think about our bodies as women the lot of the way a lot of the 
ways we allow ourselves to exist in public is women and I I don't know if it's coincidence that 
shame was the word that was invoked  
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